
MEETING 16 MEETING MINUTES: 

 

Call to Order   UPAMD Power Subgroup meeting – Paul Panepinto                      5pm Pacific 20 May 2011 

I.       Introductions/Attendance 

Bob Davis, Edgar Brown, Lee Atkinson, Paul Panepinto 

 

II.       Approval of 05/19/2011 Power Subgroup Agenda 

Bob moved to approve.  Edgar seconded. 

 

III.       Presentation of 05/05/2011 Power Subgroup Meeting 15 Minutes 

Edgar moved to approve.  Bob seconded. 

 

IV.       IEEE Call for Patents. See 

https://development.standards.ieee.org/myproject/Public/mytools/mob/slideset.pdf   

 

V.  Continuing discussion on use-cases that cover the full functionality of the UPAMD 

Edgar improved the network diagram by including details about how long to wait, etc.  (See attached 

document as well as the attached description of the use cases as they have been refined through our 

discussion.  Notes taken during our review of the use cases are here: 

 

Do we need positive acknowledgement if the source offers 100W and the sink requests 90W?  In general, 

the group feels positive acknowledgement cost virtually nothing and is good design. 

 

How do you complete a negotiation for power?  One way to complete negotiation is when the source 

available power is in the range of the sink’s requested power.  Another way is when the source’s offer 

remains the same for two consecutive messages.  For example, source offers 65W and sink requests 90W.  

Source re-issues available power message at 65W indicating it is not able to increase the offer, and sink 

must either accept it or not.  In either case, negotiation ends. 

 

But, we may not ever need a concluding event.  Perhaps, a source or sink should always be able to 

renegotiate.  Worst case, source keeps offering 65W and sink keeps asking for 90W endlessly.  No harm in 

doing so. 

 

Source can always declare more power is available, should that happen.  That could happen if solar power is 

part of the source’s power portfolio.  Or, a multiport power hub might no longer need to provide power to 

other connected sinks.  Also, one or more sinks can notify the source of a lower power need, putting more 

available power into the source’s budget. 

 

What happens when the available power changes in the source?  As long as it can provide the minimum 

required power (from the Requested Power Message (2)), the source can always lower its output power to at 

least that value. 

 

It is still unclear how priority will be implemented and how it works.  It seems like the source must maintain 

priority.  Priority is a dynamic thing, possibly being based partly on a device’s ability to continue operating 

in the event of a loss of power.  Priority can also be a relative thing, relative to the importance of other 

devices connected. 

 

How can stored watt-hours be used?  Stored watt-hours on the source can be used by smart sinks to make 

decisions.  If a smart sink knows available power is going away soon, it can decide what it wants to do.  

Stored watt-hours on the sink can provide info to the source to help the source make decisions about who 

gets power and who doesn’t in peak demand periods, potentially an input to setting priority.  MORE 

DISCUSSION IS NEEDED ON PRIORITY AND THE USE OF STORED WATT-HOURS. 

 

We compared the new proposal for device connection sensing with the 3 previous schemes.  Two of the 

previous schemes required 2 comms wires and used a common mode differential bus.  So, really, the 

comparison between Bob’s newly proposed scheme is really with the one previous CANH bus monitor 

detection scheme.  A tradeoff between bandwidth and noise needs to be analyzed.  Bob sent out an LT 

SPICE file for our review. 

 



We discussed the use of the CAN-bus header for priority and device type to free up bytes in the messages.  

We talked about including status and possibly current (amperes.)  We don’t yet know exactly what status 

means, but it might be a useful message field. 

 

We discovered that the minimum required power field was missing from the Requested Power Message (2) 

and Bob fixed that in a subsequent email. 

 

VI.  Bob’s new Connection Detection Scheme 

 

VII. Bob’s recent messages, leveraging CAN headers for device class and priority 

 

VIII. New business? 

 

IX.  Adjourn 

Lee moved to adjourn at 7:12pm. 

 

 


